Opinion

We should bring this to your attention, because women are labeled with an "S" (meaning 'sex'), even when it is not appropriate. Furthermore, with the exception of the humorously labeled pictures of the barricade, no other pictures were so labeled. In addition, we found it particularly strange that none of the pictures of The Ramones, several of which were more overtly sexual than the pictures of women drinking beer or dancing, were labeled with an "S".

We believe that you have fallen into the common trap of recognizing women solely for their sexual qualities, regardless of the particular situation, or the particular women's intent.

We thought we should bring this to your attention, because while it is a somewhat subtle example, it is indicative of pervasive attitudes damaging to both women and men.
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Patrick Sobalvarro

Photos showed subconscious sexist bias

To the editor:

While enjoying the Spring Weekend photos in a recent edition of The Tech we noticed a peculiar phenomenon: every photo containing a woman was labeled with an "S" (meaning 'sex'). Furthermore, with the exception of the humorously labeled picture of the barricade, no other pictures were so labeled. In addition, we found it particularly strange that none of the pictures of The Ramones, several of which were more overtly sexual than the pictures of women drinking beer or dancing, were labeled with an "S".

We believe that you have fallen into the common trap of recognizing women solely for their sexual qualities, regardless of the particular situation, or the particular women's intent.

We thought we should bring this to your attention, because while it is a somewhat subtle example, it is indicative of pervasive attitudes damaging to both women and men.
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Thank Q.

How do I keep from buying the wrong thing?

Thank Q.

To: shower.

From: The Tech

Dear Shower,

We think you’re on the right track. We’ve been reading The Tech and it seems like you’re interested in finding the right thing. Here are some tips to help you:

1. Read reviews and ratings: Check online reviews and ratings to get an idea of what others think of the product.
2. Compare prices: Compare prices from different retailers to find the best value.
3. Look for deals: Keep an eye out for sales and coupons to save money.
4. Ask for recommendations: Ask friends or family for recommendations on what they’ve used and liked.
5. Consider returns: Make sure the store you’re buying from offers easy returns if you’re not satisfied.

We hope these tips help you find the right thing. Good luck!

Sincerely,
The Tech Team

---

GOLDEN HORN CHARTER, Inc.
PRESENTS
STUDENT TRAVEL TO SUNNY & HISTORICAL TURKEY
FOR 2 WEEKS (Double Occupancy)
$799.00 (Incl. Charter Airfare)
DEPARTURES: June 15 - June 29 - July 13
July 17 - Aug. 17 - Aug. 31
TOUR INCLUDES:
1 Week accommodations in ISTANBUL - with Breakfast
1 Week accommodations in KUSADASI (Ephesus) - Half Board
Taxi from public houses Izmir - Kusadasi - Istanbul
(Single Supplement - $100.00)
For further information and reservations call
GOLDEN HORN CHARTER, INC.
New York (212) 313-3423
Boston (617) 361-5125
Other States (900) 233-6778

June degree candidates who have student loans administered by MIT will be receiving notices to schedule an Exit Interview with the Bursar’s Office, Student Loan Department E19-225, phone 3-4088 (4087). These interviews are mandated by the US Office of Education and are required by the Institute to maintain your good standing on the degree list. The notice also serves to activate the repayment status and terms of the loans.

Paid Advertisement

CHECK OUR NEW LONG DISTANCE RATES.

No matter how hard you look, you won’t find a better way to jet coast to coast. Roomy wide-body jets. Good meals. Great service. Daily flights.

See your travel agent or call World Airways at 1-(800) 526-8340 or (617) 357-9080. Ask about our new children’s fare for family travel.

From Logan International Airport

LOS ANGELES
S AN FRANCISCO/OAKLAND
One Way $139

WORLD AIRWAYS
We save you money on the long runs.